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WHERE
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MEET

Life with us doesn’t mean joining just another corporate law firm. 
Because yes, we’re big with prestigious clients, but we’re also 
down to earth. We’re commercial, but approachable. We’ll give 
you the training you need to find your feet, but also the 
responsibility you need to tackle complex work quickly. As an elite, 
global law firm, we work on high profile deals. But our culture isn’t 
elitist. It’s anything but. In our inclusive environment, what counts 
is your potential – not what or where you’ve studied.

So, are you ready?

Learn more at careers.cliffordchance.com/ukgrads

Follow us:

  @CCGradsUK

  /CliffordChanceGrads

  /company/clifford-chance-llp

    @cliffordchancecareers

  /user/CliffordChanceGrads

OPPORTUNITIES FOR
STUDENTS AND GRADUATES

Question Time
Thursday, 17 October 2019 • 6.00pm
The House Bar, Blue Boar Street, Oxford OX1 4EE

6.00pm: Registration
6.30pm: Interactive Q&A
7.30pm: Chat with our lawyers 

over refreshments

ALL WELCOME
Our trainees work on global transactions and thrive on early responsibility, 

rapidly developing as lawyers in our distinctive, non-rotational training contract.

Sign up online at www.jonesdaylondon.com 
or via your University Careers Service or Student Law Society.

Facebook.com/JonesDayGraduatesUK  •  jonesdaylondon.com

DISTINCTIVE NON-ROTATIONAL TRAINING CONTRACT
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whitecase.com

44
offices across 
30 countries

£48k
year-one trainee 
starting salary 

Graduate  
careers in law
Working at 
White & Case 
opens doors to 
experiences and 
relationships around 
the world that will 
help you build your 
career, wherever 
it takes you. 

75 
vacation scheme 
places per year

50
trainees recruited 
per year

£105k
salary on 
qualification  

1 
of the only law firms 
to offer a guaranteed 
overseas seat
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In some ways, the world is getting smaller. 
Not least because technology has the power 
to bring us all closer together. But the world 
is also getting more complex. Which is 
why we have such a global focus – and an 
infrastructure to match. It’s also why we 
give our graduates the international 
exposure they need to broaden their 
horizons. Welcome to a bigger, brighter, 
more wide-reaching future. 

Find out more: 
uk-graduates.bakermckenzie.com

Get more from law

Practice law 
that goes 
beyond borders.
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